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Copic Color
Family*

Color Blend

Copic Colors Listed

BV00’s
-OR-

BV00/BV02/BV04/BV08

BV10’s

BV11/BV13/BV17

BV20’s

BV20, BV23, BV25

V10’s

V12/V15/V17

V20’s

V20/V22/V25/V29

V90’s

V91/V93/V95/V99

Explanation
If you tend to over-blend, you may want to
go with BV000 in place of BV00, and BV01
in place of BV02. The BV0's are intense
blue-violets with a great range of value.
If you prefer a little more violet and a little
less blue, you might like the BV10's family
better.
I sometimes use the BV20's for shadows;
they are similar to a cool gray with blueviolet undertones. However, I slightly
prefer the V20/V22/V25/V29 family for
shadows, especially for shadows on skin
tones.
The V10’s are a little less intense than the
V00’s, but they blend beautifully. If you
need a darker value than the V17, you can
always add on the V09, which is a deep,
lovely violet.
I’ve mentioned this in the previous section,
but I slightly prefer the V20’s to the BV20’s
for shadow tones, especially on skin.
The V90’s remind me of raisin tones. They
are very muted though; so while useful,
they probably wouldn’t be on my absolute
must-have short list if I were limited in the
number of Copic colors that I could choose.

RV20’s

RV50’s+

RV21/RV23/RV25/RV29

I love my RV20’s—intense, happy pinks and
red-violets!

RV10/RV52/RV55/RV66

Yes, I know that this isn’t a proper color
family. But sometimes you need a marker
that is lighter in value than RV52, and
sometimes you need a marker darker in
value than an RV55. These are absolutely
luscious red-violets, cooler and more violet
than the RV20’s.

R30’s

R30/R32/R35/R37/R39

R50’s+

RV32/RV34/R56/R59

R80’s

R81/R83/R85/R89

If you want to work harder at blending, or
perhaps use some palette blending, you
might be able to get by with just the
R30/R35/R39. But it's a challenge. The
R30's are slightly cooler in temperature
than the R20's, in my opinion. There's
nothing wrong with the R20's--I just like
my R30's slightly better!
Yes, I know that I mixed Red-Violets and
Reds here, but it works--try it! The R56 and
R59 are too lovely NOT to use, simply
because they don’t have a lighter value in
their color family-proper.
The R80's are similar to the R50’s sequence
just above where I mixed some lighter RV's
with the R50's. Both are cooler reds,
leaning toward
mauve/cranberry/Victorian red. Neither of
these two families is really a true red. You
need a true red? Then I'd go for the R20's or
R30's instead.

The E09 is listed in this otherwise YR
sequence just in case you need a darker
value than the YR09. The YR00's are a
peach-to-deep-orange family. Surely you
need ONE orange family in your collection!
(See the YR60’s for an alternate orange
family.)
This mixture of yellow-red families ranges
from a sheer, barely-there buttercream
yellow to a deep yellow ochre--yummy!
The YR30 is very light in value, so you
might get by with starting your sequence
with a YR31. You can add a YR27 if you
need a deep yellow ochre bordering on raw
sienna. However, adding that YR27 gives
you a great value range.
No typo there. I mix these up a bit. This is a
second possibility of a range of peachy
tones to orange and even rust tones. This
combination is slightly less intense than the
YR00's that are listed on the first line, and
you can probably choose one or the other.

YR00’s

YR02/YR04/YR07/YR09/
E09

YR20’s/30’s

YR30/YR31/YR21/YR24/
[YR27—not shown]

YR60’s+

YR61/YR82/YR65/YR68/
E08

Y10’s+

Y11/Y15/Y18/Y38

Yes, that Y38 looks odd at the end of the
Y10’s sequence, but it works to complete a
range of lemon-to-sunny, intense yellows.

YG01/YG03/YG05/YG17

Intense yellow-greens. And, yes, I really do
like YG17 better than YG07/YG09 at the
end of this sequence. The YG17 is a little
yellower, and it's what I usually pick up to
finish this sequence.

YG00’s
-OR-

YG20’s

YG21/YG23/YG25/YG17

YG60’s

YG61/YG63/YG67

YG90’s

YG93/YG95/YG99

All things being equal, I'll more often pick
up the YG20's family than the YG00's. I still
finish the YG20's with that YG17 though.
It's a great color!
This is a slightly cooler yellow-green,
somewhat similar (but less saturated) to
the G40's below. You can probably get by
with one or the other if you're just starting
your collection.
Army green, anyone? This is a really
muted/de-saturated yellow-green family. I
don't use it on a weekly basis, but when I
need it, I'm glad it's there! I personally find
the YG91 to be slightly less green than the
rest of the family, so I generally start this
sequence with a YG93.
This is a pale, mint-green to vibrant Kelly
green family. I love the G00, and G02 for
antique glass jars. I don’t use the darker
value colors quite as much.
One of my most used green combos these
days. As I mentioned in the Yellow-Greens
section above, it is somewhat similar to the
YG60’s, but more intense and with more
contrast, as long as you add that G29 to the
end for a truly dark value.

G00’s

G00/G02/G05/G07

G40’s+

G40/G43/G46/G29

BG00’s**

BG000/BG02/BG05/BG07

Clear, highly saturated Blue-Greens. Think
rainwater to a teal blue, and you'll be close.

BG10’s

BG11/BG13/BG15/BG18

This family is quite a bit greener than the
BG00's. Think pale aqua to a teal green.

No, that BG10 isn't a typo. I needed
something light that would work with the
lovely BG40's! BG45 and BG49 are perfect
blue-greens--not too green, not too blue-kind of like Baby Bear's oatmeal, chair, and
bed in The Three Bears. . .
Another lovely blue-green family. Yes, I did
use a B00 (blue) in with the BG50's, but I
needed a pale base color, and the BG50's
are bluer rather than greener. (If you need
a darker value than BG57, throw a BG49 at
the end of this combo.)
Muted, cooler, sage-y blue-greens--like a
stormy sky all the way to dark ocean
depths. . . Honestly, there’s enough of a
jump between BG70 and BG72 that I
finally purchased an empty Copic Sketch
marker, and filled it with equal parts BG70
and BG72 Various Inks, for my own
homemade “BG71.”

BG40’s+

BG10/BG45/BG49

BG50’s+

B00/BG53/BG57

BG70’s

BG70/BG72/BG75/BG78

BG90’s

BG90/BG93/BG96/BG99

Muted, neutral-leaning, and more green
than blue.

B20’s

B21/B23/B28

From baby-boy-blue all the way to royal
blue--these are intense!

B60’s

B60/B63/B66/B69:

B90’s

B90/B93/B95/B97/B99

This blue family leans toward purple to me-very different from the other two blue
families that I most often use.
Muted, like my husband's work jeans. You
may still be able to blend easily enough if
you leave out the B93 and perhaps even the
B97 (or the B99 instead, if you don’t want a
very dark value).

This chart was created to help people who are just beginning a Copic Marker collection. Color choices are personal: much like two people might
have different preferences in art, music, or even dessert, different people will be drawn to different colors. This is NOT a definitive list of “Copic
Must-Haves”; it is only a list of some of the color combinations that I think are good ones to consider as you build your marker collection. I have
kept most of them in simple color families. When I deviated from the color family norm, I tried to give a reason for that. A good beginning in your
collection might be to choose at least one set from each of the Copic Color categories—a Blue-Violet family, a Violet family, a Red-Violet family, etc.
Keep in mind that between photographing color swatches and printing them, they won't be especially color accurate. I did white-balance each swatch,
but you really should test a marker or at least compare my swatch to the ones on the official Imagination International, Inc. website before choosing
marker colors.
Feel free to share my chart, but I ask that it not be modified, edited, or have pages removed. Thank you!
Debbie Olson, debbieolsondesigns@gmail.com
5/27/2016
* When you see the plus symbol (+) at the end of a Copic Color family, it is because I have added other non-family colors to that combination.
**Blue-Greens Disclaimer: Choosing between Copic Blue-Greens for me is almost like choosing a favorite child--it just shouldn't be done! I'm
going to list several favorite sequences and tell what I like about each one. Then YOU can choose what seems more useful to you.

